Get your Sample

PGH Bricks & Pavers would love to work with you on your
next project. Call 13 15 79 to request a Morada Sample or
more information on our brick collections.
For further technical information on the Morada Collection,
go to www.pghbricks.com.au/morada

The Morada Collection.
A fresh, matte brick collection
for contemporary style and design.

pghbricks.com.au
@pghbricks

Morada is the contemporary, new premium brick
collection from PGH. The collection boasts clean
lines with a smooth, matte porcelain-like finish.
Combined with the subtle softness of a fresh new
colour palette, Morada brings modern European
style to the Australian building landscape.

Made in Spain from ultra fine clay, Morada
has a matte, refined finish and designer
colour palette. The collection is available in
three sizes, from Standard and Splits to the
long, sleek look of the Linear shape.
Morada’s versatility allows it to be used as
a simple and strong material in a beautiful,
modern build. Alternatively, Morada can be
paired with other materials to provide an
elegant contrast in both colour and texture.
For installation details, specifications
and cleaning instructions, go to
pghbricks.com.au/morada

Blanco is pure, contemporary,
minimalist and fresh.

Ceniza is raw, urban, subtle
and complementary.

Gris is warm, elegant,
earthy and effortless.

Morada is available in three sizes

LINEAR

287 x 90 x 48 mm

SPLITS

236 x 113 x 48 mm

S TA N D A R D

230 x 110 x 76 mm

All sizes and colours are Exposure Grade (EXP).
Note: Allow 8-10 weeks for major orders.

Nero is dynamic, robust,
sleek and striking.

Bond & Mortar Ideas
Linear

NERO

Design Ver satility

Splits
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mortar

OffWhite
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Stack Bond

1/3 Bond

Stack Bond

Stretcher Bond

Stack Bond

1/3 Bond

Stack Bond

Stretcher Bond

GRIS
Natural
mortar

OffWhite
mortar

CENIZA

Natural
mortar

Nero and Blanco

Blanco and Gris

OffWhite
mortar

Stack Bond

1/3 Bond

Stack Bond

Stretcher Bond

Stack Bond

1/3 Bond

Stack Bond

Stretcher Bond

BLANCO

OffWhite
mortar

The sleek shapes of Splits and
Linear allow you to inject slender
leading lines into your project,
creating a beautiful alternative to
standard brick. Both sizes come
in modular proportions to reduce
the need for brick cuts.

Consider alternative options
for bond patterns, mortar, or
even laying techniques such
as corbelling and hit and miss
brickwork, to add that extra layer
of creativity into your build.

